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',-INTRODUCTION
The purpose of thi ,j special report is to describe the activities of the
Division of Solid Waste, Bureau of Mines, in sufficient detail so thit NASA's
Office of Technology Utilization, Technology Utilization Division, can
determine whether or not NASA techr,logy has application to Divisior, of
Solid Waste environmental problems. This discussion necessarily includes
comments on the state-of-the-art relative to the solution of the problems
encountered by the Division of Solid Waste.
t
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DISCUSSION
The Division of Solid Waste (DSW), Bureau of Mines, is primarily in-
terested in the development of methods of using mineral- and metal-bused
wastes to recover economic values and alleviate the waste oisposition problem.
Past efforts have been carried out under the Department of Interior's
Organic Act. The Solid Waste Disposal Act of 1965 specifically assigned the
DSW responsibilities for utilization or disposal of mineral and metal waste.
Major federal solid waste management research programs are directed
toward (1) coilection procedures, (2) household sorting of refuse, (3)
sorti ng from mixed refuse; (4) litter;  and (5) recycling. The DSW activities
are generally limited to areas (3) and (5).
Research efforts of the DSW are threefold in nature. These are (1)
extraction of mineral, metal, and energy values from urban refuse; (2)
recovery of mineral and metal values from wastes generated in the industrial
extraction, processing, and use of raw materials and mineral-based products;
and (3) upgrading and use of automotive scrag; In addition to these efforts
the DSW is interested in research on disposition of animal waste and recycling
of plastic waste.
Appendix: A lists those areas in which the DSW is seeking new technology
or technology to improve on existing techniques. Correlated with these
areas of technological need are statements on relevant NASA expertise. Appendix
B is a list of calendar year 1970 research projects of the DSW which amplifies
the requirements of Appendix A. Appendix C. Bureau of Mines Information
Circular 8460, provides supporting information relative to Appendix B.
It is apparent that in accomplishing its research mission the DSW and
the aureau of Solid Waste Management of the newly created Environmental
-4-
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Protection Administration must overlap to some degree. However, both
agencies .gave indicated that thertis sufficient coordination so that overlap
is benef'cial rather than a hindrance and that duplicative activities are
not pursued.
Also, it is apparent that in pursuing its threefold research objectives
the extraction and recovery activities will overlap within the DSW. These
particular objectives are predicated on separation techniques, techniques
that take place either before or after final disposition of refuse. That
is, before being covered in a landfill and before or after incineration. Thus,
the DSW becomes interested in incineration techniques involving ordinary
refuse as well as those techniques involving automobiles. This latter (auto
incineration) is the third mission objective of the DSW .
Our review of available literature, particularly that published by the
DSW, indicates that it is probable that technology exists to solve most of the
major problem areas. Support for this contention is provided by the September
28, 1970 issue of "Product Engineering" in an article titled "Recycling:
ultimate answer to problem of solid wastes?" This article states in part that
"The answers exist. It isn't for ladk of basic technological answers that
America's cities and villages continue to fill marshes and build hills with
their solid wastes rather than reclaim all reusable materials. It could even
prove, if one New York municipal bond specialist is right, that the cities'
chronic shortage of funds need not be a barrier, because sale of reclaimed
material could offset costs." More will be said later about the possible
profit resulting from reclamation.
Examples of the availability of technology are numerous. A relatively
important piece of research by the DSW has resulted in a pilot plant which can
process 1,000 pounds of scrap metal per hour and which is capable of continuously
-5-
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and automatically separating and recovering metal and mineral values from
incinerator residues. An adjunct of this plant separates ferrous from non-
ferrous residues, and glass is separated into colorless and colored components.
Other separation techniques and pilot projec ts do exist. Once the components
of incinerator residue are separated out something must be done with them.
The DSW has developed a number of prcJucts using waste glass. Among these
are structural blocks which meet ASTM specifications for outside face brick
and a commercial grade glass wool. Other efforts have successfully used
waste glass in road paving. The DSW has found that silver values in the
incinerator residue can run as high as 20 ounces per tan. Investigation of9	 p	 9
methods for extracting gold and silver from fly ash is now under way.
The DSW scientists have developed a technique for turning garbage and
cellulose into crude petroleum and estimate that a barrel of low-sulfur-content
oil can be obtained from each ton of refuse.
In the fieldf automotiveocrap the DSW has successfully developed a
j	 low cost smokeless incinerator for Junk cars. In other studies it has been
demonstrated that an initial investment of $345,000 for plant, land and
equipment can result in a Junk car processing facility with the potential of
an annual return of 20% on the initial investment. This facility hand dis-
mantles 48 cars per day and burns and shreds them. The resulting product is
sold to steel mills.
Rock wool insulation has been produced from coal ish slag. Nonmagnetic
taconite ores have been processed from their formerly useless form to the useful
magnetic ore.
The DSW has indicated an interest in incinerator development and disposition
of waste plastics. The major problem with disposal of existing plastic
containers is that they melt when incinerated dripping down on to the grates
6
id
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and rapidly clogging the grates hindering further incineration. Another problem
is that those containers made from halogenated polymers produce hydrogen
chloride emissions when incinerated. This major obstacle to successful in-
cinerator operations has been overcome according to an article in the October
29 9 1970 edition of the Washington Post newspaper. This article states that
a subsidiary of the Standard Oil Company of Ohio has produced a plasti c (Barex
210) that completely burns to a crumbly ash at a relatively low temperature.
The smoke resulting does not change the chemical nature of the indinerator
smoke. The plastic material is one-fifth ^js heavy as glass and is transparent.
The Food and Drug Administration has approved this plastic product for use in
food and beverage containers.
Other technology recent l y demonstrated or available for demonstration is
widespread. An incinerator system developed by the Combustion Power Co., Inc.,
was designed by the systems concept and will handle 400 tons of waste per
day. The system will provide up to 15,000 kilowatts of electrical power. The
system also separates and classifies incoming waste so that metals, glass, and
paper can be recycled. Other systems are available for consideration such as
that developed by the Heil Co. and Black Clawson Co. The Black Clawson system
has been successfully operated by Madison, Wisconsin since 1967.
In the area of complete systems development the state of Delaware and
Hercules, Inc. are involved in a project which can be considered a major step
in solid waste management. The proposed system will handle the waste
from delivery at a collection point to the point of final disposition of useful
residue. Appendix D provides information on this system.
The preceding examples have been confined to technology developed by or
for the DSW except those incinerator systems developed for the Bureau of Solid
1
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Waste Management. In the areas where there is an overlapping interest with
the Bureau of Solid Waste Management there are other examples of developing
technology which give an insight on the state of the art. For example, in
separation .techniques the Stanford Research Institute has developed and
constructed a rilot scale unit in which a vertical stream of air separates
mixed refuse. This is separation in advance of incineration for covering
in the landfill) as opposed to the DSW developed system of separation after
incineration which was described earlier.
An area which has delayed recycling of useful materials found in refuse
is the reluctance of industry to make use of reclaimed or secondary grade
materials as long as the raw material is available. This reluctance has been
caused, to some extent, by tPie secondary material? lower quality and higher
cost. However, it appears that technology could improve the quali tCy and decrease
the cost of the secondary product. The attitude of industry toward use of the
secondary grade material is apparently changing. This is exemplified by the
recent establishment by industry of the National Center for Solid Waste
Disposal, Inc. This organization is chartered to specifically develop and
sponsor research and development projects with the objective of decreasing
solid waste and increasing the recycling of such waste. It may be desirable
for NASA-TUD to explore potential interaction with this Center.
A major impetus to the recycling of waste materials can be provided by
development of new products making use of these wastes. Use of fly ash is
one example. Fly ash has been regarded as useless and place( in large
mounds where it polluted both the atmosphere and streams as viell as taking up
space. Now, fly ash is being used in automobile tires to improve traction
I t
	
and skid resistance, in building brick aggregate, and in ;oal mines to assist
in putting out fires.
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Another element which has been delaying recycling of material has been
pinpointed by the President ' s Council on Environmental quality. In their
August 1970 report the Council stated ". . . , for many natural resources,
substantial Federal income tax incentives and other laws and policies encourage
use of the viry,n material instead and undercut the competitive position of
recycled materials." This statement points out that a measure of intermun-icipal
as well as interstate and federal cooperation will be required to alleviate
the problem.
If the W stinq philosophical and legal problems voted above can be
changed ' and these are not within the purview of NASA then the DSW.^	 l	 P	 ) problemsP
L#I- me d ir•ectiy rc and to the development of new uses for recycled material.
Thas Rj,-,v devolve into new products, cheaper means of recycling, or demonstrations
that recycled materials are equally useful (hopefully more useful and cheaper)
than virgi: raw materials. Our estimate of the requirements for technology
hinge on this aspect.9	 P
=9-
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CONCLUSIONS
Rev.ew of the literature published by the Division of Solid Waste,
Bureau of Mines, as well as review of other available material, indicates
that technology is available to solve most of the problems facing the DSW.
That does not mean that the technology could not be improved upon.
The major hindrances to the DSW program appear to be legislative,
economic, and educational.
The DSW activities, in order of relative importance in regards to needs
for technology 
	
oar to be the following:9Y	 PP	 :9
a.	 Materials technology, that is, the development of new products based
on reclaimed materials.
b.	 Materials technology, in this case, developing techniques for using
reclaimed materials in existing products in lie.i of continued use of
raw materials.
c.	 Metallurgy, this-includes a number of aspects such as separation of
copper from ferrous alloys; separation of component valu.,!,hle metals
from residue of industrial processes; separation of gold and silver from
fly ash; etc.
d	 Refuse	 phn	 i
	 	 separation t..c 	 i ques as different atedF  
	 from requirements
involving metallurgy. 	 This would involve separation of major components
of trash such as ferrous from nonferrous metals; separation of paper
products; separation of plastics; etc.
e.	 Incineration techniques including destructive distillation and pyrolysis.
Astem	 conceptsy	 s    appears to be the logical approach to solving the
overall solid waste management problem.
	 Such a concept is not limited to
activities of the DSW and in many aspects is more relevant to activities of
r
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the Bureau of Solid Waste Management.
The DSW activity has been funded at a much more modest level than has
the Bureau of Solid Waste Management. Most DSW research had been handled at
inhouse laboratories. Research grants during Fiscal Year 1970 appear to be
less than $600,000.
NASA technology is applicabl: to many of the activities of the DSW.
%t
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REC"ENDATIONS
If a decision is made to attempt to transfer NASA technology to the
DSW, careful consideration should be given to the size of the NASA effort
keeping in mind the size of the DSW effort in relation to the overall federal
solid waste program.and the probable degree of overlap bc:ween the DSW and
the bureau of Solid Waste Management.
It would seem profitable, if a technology transfer program is developed,
to focus NASA activities to interation with the DSW laboratories and those
commercial or university research programs designated by the DSW.
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BUREAU OF MINES DIVISION OF SOLID WASTE PROGRAMS (CALENDAR YEAR 1970)
The Division of Solid Waste searches for technology to roeet requirements of:
1. Extraction of mineral, metal, and energy values from urban refuse.
a. Produce clean	 . high-grade ferr us scrap.o	 P
b. Remove and recover copper.
c. Separate nonferrous metals from incinerator residues.
d. Refine nonferrous metals to marketable products.
e. Reclaim glass.
f. Separate clear from colored lass.P	 9
g. Develop products for reclaimed glass.
h. Develop techniques and methods of separating component parts
of urban refuse.
i. Develop and evaluate incinerators.
J. Develop and evaluate techniques and methods of converting refuse
into useful products.
k. Develop and evaluate uses for incinerator residues.
1. Develop and evaluate techniques for extraction of mineral values
from incinerator fly ash.
m. Determine effects of contaminants contained in ferrous refuse.
2. Recovery of mineral and metal values from wastes generated by industry.
a. Stabilization of mine waste tailings.
b. Determine causes of spontaneous combustion in waste coal piles.
c. Identify metallic components in flue dusts.
I
d. Develop techniques for recovering metallic components in flue dusts.
k	
e. Utilization.of abandoned strip mines for land fills.
f. Develop new uses (and products) for mineral wastes.
. Reclaim hi g h value metals cobalt nickel and chromium from
high temperature or superalloy scrap.
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BUREAU OF MINES DIVISION OF SOLID WASTE PROGRAMS (CALENDAR YEAR 1970) (CON'T
h. Develop techniques to identify each metallic component in scrap.
i. Develop and evaluate techniques for reclaiming aluminum and
silicon from aluminum-silicon alloys.
J. Recover chromium, nickel, zinc, and cadmium from electroplating
waste.
k. Recover metallic 1';dste components	 (gold, silver, arid platinum)
from elec^ronic equipment.
1. Remove contaminants from titanium scrap.
m. Develop methods to use secondary grade ferrous scrap.
n. Increase use of secondary source metals of all types.
3.	 Upgrading and utilization of automotive scrap.
a. Develop methods of removing nonferrous components from Junked
automobiles.
b. Develop pollution free incinerators.
c. Recover copper from automotive parts.
d. Produce ferrous scrap useful to the steel industry.
e. Produce clean cast iron from automobile engines.
f. Produce secondary pig iron from off-grade ferrous scrap.
g. Develop techniques for dismantling Junk cars.
h. Develop useful products from scrapped tires.
i. Develop techniques for using automotive scrap as a reductant
for currently nonexploitable, nonmagnetic taconite ores.
i
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BUREAU OF MINES RESEARCH AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS
IN UTILIZATION OF SOLID WASTES
by
F. J. Csorvenyok 1 and C. B. Kenahan2
ABSTRACT
The Bureau of Mines Solid Waste Program is directed toward three main
areas of research: (1) Extraction of mineral, metal, and energy values from
urban refuse; (2) recovery of mineral and metal values from wastes generated
in the industrial extraction, processing, and utilization of raw materials and
mineral-base products; and (3) upgrading and utilization of automotive scrap.
The Bureau also has a contract and grant program which supplements the
in-house research and aids in the training of personnel in the proper manage-
ment of mineral- and metal-based solid wastes.
INTRODUCTION
The Bureau of dines has always considered as potential resources the
waste products and scrap generated by the'minerals and metals industry and the
consuming public. For many years, under the authority granted to the Depart-
ment of the Interior in its Organic Act, the Bureau has been engaged in
research to develop methods of utilizing mineral- and metal-based wastes to
recover economic values and to alleviate the disposal problem. The Bureau of
Mines has been a pioneer in the field of waste metals research and it has
trained a group of engineers and scientists to cope with the wide range of
problems, methods, and materials that characterize the secondary metals indus-
try, but which have traditionally escaped cunsideration in the curricula of
colleges and universities. The general objective in this work is development
of new and improved technology for recovery and recycling of metal and mineral
values from waste sources in areas where commercial methods are inadequate,
inefficient, or nonexistent. The success of this worlc is evident in the accom-
plishments achieved in 20 years of waste metals research and the more than
100 technical publications, patents, and presentations resulting from these
studies.
ti
"Manager, Solid Waste Research Program.
a Stafi Metallurgist.
Both authors are in the Office of the Director of Metallurgy Research, Bureau
of Mines, Washington, DX,
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With the passage of the 1965 Solid Waste Disposal Act, the Bureau's
responsibility for utilization or disposal of mineral and me.:al wastes was
greatly expanded. Using funds made available under the act, the Bureau of
Mines was able to enlarge and accelerate its modest in-house program on uti-
lization of mineral- and metal-based wastes which it had been conducting.
The Solid Waste Disposal Act also allowed the Bureau to initiate a wide-
ranging Contract and Grant Program to supplement the in-house research and
provide training in the proper management of solid mineral- and metal-based
wastes.
IN-HOUSE RESEARCH PROGRAM
Extraction of Mineral, Metal, and Energy Values From Urban Refuse
The Bureau is directing a major research effort on development of methods
to recover metal, mineral, and energy values from municipal incinerator resi-
dues and raw refuse. Specifically, the grogram seeks to (1) develop and demon-
strate new or improved techniques to State and local governments and private
industry for the recovery and recycling or metal, mineral, and energy values
contained in urban refuse; (2) reduce environmental pollution resulting from
inadequate treatment and disposal of a major solid waste; (3) develop technol-
ogy and provide training in solutions to prpblems involving the use and reuse
of urban solid wastes; and (4) alleviate the acute problem of urban solid
waste disposal. The principal components of the program are as follows:
1. Emphasis is being placed on research to produce a clean, high-grade
ferrous scrap from massive iron pieces and tin. cans contained in urban refuse.
Removal and recovery of copper from the iron and tin from the cans is the pri-
mary objective.	 .
2. Techniques are being sought to separate the conglomeration of nonfer-
rous metals contained in raw refuse and incinerator residues. Research on
methods to separate and recover the aluminum, copper, zinc, lead, and tin val-
ues from the nonferrous fractions are continuing. Refinement of the separate
nonferrous values to marketable products is the ultimate objective.
3. Reclamation of the glass fractions which are the major constituent of
residues is being given special attention. Methods to separate clean from
colored glass are under development. In addition, a major effort on utiliza-
tion of the glass for products such as glass wool, structural block,/, and cul-
let will be continued and accelerated (figs. 1 and 2).
a
4. A continuous processing plant with a capacity of i 3 O00 pounds per
hour has been completed and initial tests have begun. ."he plant is capable of
separating and recovering the major metal and mineral values contained in
incinerator residues such as iron, aluminum, copper, ti-1 1 zinc, lead, and
glass (figs. 3-5). Parallel studies are also being coniucted on recovering
values from raw refuse by air classification techniques.
1
1
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FIGURE S. -Oversize Material, Including Metal Pieces, Tin Cans, and Glass, Being
Separated From Incinerator Residues.
S. Research fs underway on the development and evaluation of vertical
vortex-type incinerator for combustion of solid wastes, including urban refuse.
Based on previous Bureau experience on vortex incineration, the construction
of a redesigned version offers a promising device for incineration of combus-
tible solids ranging from high moisture content sludges and industrial wastes
to urban refuse.
6. The Bureau is applying the process of carbonization (destructive dis-
tillation) to the disposal of industrial wastes including urban refuse. This
process involves the thermal conversion of materials into usable forms of
solid, liquid, and gaseous products; that is, char, ril, and gas.
7. A novel process for converting the combustible material contained in
urban refuse, including garbage and cellulose, into crude petroleum is also
being investigated. Ilia process, which involves tho reaction of CO plus 16 0
at 400 * C and high pressure, produces active hydrogen which hydrogenates the
1	 6	 -	 APPENDIX C
organic ma' , rial in the refuse (fig. 6). This study'inc Ludes characterization
of the petroleum products prod ,4ced from refuse.
8. Under a grant program, the following research studies have been ini-
tiated at a number of minerals-oriented universities on urban refuse related
problems:
a. Utilization of waste glass from urban refuse.
b. Characterization and utilization of the fine ash fraction from
municipal incinerator residues.
c. Technical-economic evaluation of present municipal incinerators
and associated equipment such as air pollution control apparatus.
d. Effect of contaminants on ferrous materials contained in urban
refuse.
e. Extraction of mineral and wetal values from incinerator fly ash.
f. Production of synthetic gas by subsurface disposal of urban
refuse.
g. Factors affecting economic recycling of mineral and metal values
from incinerator residues.
•	 Recovery of Mineral and Metal Values From Wastes Generated in
 the Industrial Extraction. Processing, and Utilization of
Mineral-lsased Raw Materials and Products
The objective of this work is the development of new and improved technol-
ogy for recovering and recycling metal and mineral values from waste sourcer,.
in the industrial, mining, metallurgical, and chemical processing operations
in areas where commercial methods are inadequate, inefficient, or nonexistent.
Successful attainment of this objective will eliminate pollution caused by
objectionable solid waste practices and return valuable raw materials back to
the economy.
a
The Bureau's program is alined to optimization of all segments of the
recycling process, including not only salvage and reuse but also stabilization
of nonusable mineral wastes and devising acceptable disposal methods. The
important elements of the program include:
1. A large-scale effort has been made to stabilize the waste tailings
piles that have no mineral or utilization value. Successful chemical and vege-
tative stabilization procedures have already been developed, and large-scale
chemical and vegetative techniques have been successfully demonstrated on cop-
per and uranium mill tailing piles. However, much work remains to be done in
order to develop more efficient and low-cost methods to stabilize the billions
of tons of varied 'types of mining wastes that have accumulated across the
country (figs. 7 and 8).
10
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Investigations are underway to determine the variab Le physical and chemi-
cal conditions which cause spontaneous'combustion in coal refuse banks. A
Bureau of Mines-Commonwealth of Pennsylvania cooperative program to demonstrate
and evaluate techniques and costs for extinguishing a burming coal refuse bank,
typical of many that are burning in Pennsylvania, was staa.rted recently.
2. Studies identifying the nature, magnitude, and significance of solid
wastes issuing as flue dusts at steel furnaces have been initiated. Aside
from the quantities of iron contained in these wastes, significant amounts of
zinc, copper, lead, and other substances, originating from the scrap additions
to the steelmaking processes, are also present. Concurremtly, techniques are
being worked on to recover and treat the dusts from steelmaking operations so
that they can be returned to the steelmaking furnaces as high-grade iron ore
pellets.
3. The feasibility of utilizing abandoned surface-mined areas as munici-
pal landfills attracts attention in the vicinity of many turban areas where
major problems are developed by virtue of the growing magnitude of wastes to
be handled. Means of acconnnodating the obstacles that preclude such practices
in most instances are being studied.
4. Attention is also directed toward development of new uses for mineral
wastes such as slags, drosses, flue dusts, mine wastes, and tailings generated
in the mining and metallurgical industries. Promising structural building
blocks have been made from copper and gold tailings, and w.-all tile competitive
with commercial tile has been made from process wastes (fig. 9).
5. Investigations on the reclamation of high-value metals such as cobalt,
n±ckel, and chromium Irom high-temperature or superalloy scrap are also being
pursued. At present, much of this scrap is sold to foreign countries at a sig-
nificant dollar loss for lack of economic processing methods. The present
effort is directed toward development of an electriolytic fused salt method for
recovering the values.
6. The Bureau's research effort includes a study on diavelopment of rapid
and simple methods of identification of scrap metals. Although this is a vital
step in the reuse cycle and errors at this point can be serious and cumulative,
the methods in general use are not at all s-c ientific or reliable. Successful
techniques to identify aluminum alleys containing manganese, zinc, copper, and
magnesium have already been devised.
7. Reclamation and reuse of the many types of aluminumi scrap are receiv-
ing attention. Several electrolytic techniques show promis"D of producing high-
purity aluminum from a number of scrap alloys. One method produces high-purity
aluminum and metallurgical-gr.-ide silicon from scrap aluminumi-silicon alloys.
8. The Bureau is making • a major research effort to recover the valuable
chromium, copper, nickel, zinc, and cadmium metals from waste electroplating;
solutions. A secondary but important objective of this work is the elimina-
tion of hazardous chemicals from these waste solutions, thereby solving a seri-
ous disposal problem for the plating industry.
w
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FIGURE 9.. Structural Blocks Made From Waste Copper Tailings.
9. Methods to recover and recycle the vast quantities of precious
}aetals presently lost in electronic equipment from commercial and defense
applications are being studied. It is estimated that millions of ounces of
gold, silver, and platinum are presently lost when equipment of this type is
discarded because of lack of effective recovery methods. Leaching, smelting,
and electrolytic techniques are being investigi.t!d for applicability in recov-
ering the metal values.
10. Two projects initiated recently are aimed at the development of
efficient methods to reclaim the ever-increasing amounts of titanium scrap
•	 which are presently wasted or sold abroad for a fraction of their real worth.
One study involves the removal of contaminants from titanium scrap, such as
chips and turnings, by methods which include pickling and attrition. The
other involves the use of an inductoslag smelting process to consolidate non-
contaminated and well-segregated scrap. If successful, the resulting ingot
can be used as a consumable electrode for subsequent remelting. Methods are
also being investigated to recover and recycle the metal valucis from the
wastes produced in the production of titanium tetrachloride.
11. Several studies are underway on the development of new and novel
methods to utilize the vast quantities of obsolescent ferrous scrap generated
annually. A project to utilize this scrap to make secondary pig iron is cur-
rently being conducted. The aim of this work is to produce a specification-
grade secondary ingot for the foundry industry, Another study utilizing
-32-
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low-grade ferrous scrap as feed for electric furnaces fn a continuous steel-
making process is also under investigation. Still another research effort is
directed toward the utilization of ferrous scrap to make high-grade iron ore
by destructive oxidation techniques. The objective is to oxidize the scrap to
iron oxide which can be used to make pellets for blast furnace feed. The
Bureau-developed process for converting low-grade nonmagnetic taconite ore and
scrap into high-grade iron ore by a roasting-reduction process is also receiv-
ing continued attention.
12. Research on methods to increase the utilization of secondary source
metals is underway. The objective of this work is to encourage the use of
waste metals in preparing commercial alloys and thereby conserve primary sup-
plies of such critical metals as tin, copper, and nickel. One recent accom-
plishment has been the lowering of the tin content of Leaded-red brass by
substituting zinc, without impairing 4he mechanical preperties of the alloy.
Dgrading and Utilization of Automotive Scrap
A nationwide survey made by the Bureau of the aut owrecking industry, the
ferrous-scrap processing industry, and other elements pertinen t„ to the junk
car problem, identifies the factors that influence the accumulation and move-
ment of automobile scrap. The information obtained in this study was used to
prepare a comprehensive and widely circulated report entitled, "Automobile
Disposal--A National Problem."
It is estimated that over 7 million cars were scrapped in 1969 in the
United States and that as many as 20 million junk cars remain in auto grave-
yards across the Nation waiting to be reclaimed. Part of the disposal problem
is lack of adequate technology necessary to upgrade the body steel so that it
will meet the ever-increasing stringent requirements of the steel mills.
During recent years Bureau of Mines efforts have been directed toward
means of accelerating the movement of scrap in the Face of changing technology
in steelmaking practice that has tended to depress traditional markets for
automotive scrap. These efforts have included economic and resource evalua-
tion studies aimed at delineating factors causing and contributing to the
scrap car disposal problem, and research studies aimed at the upgrading and
utilization of the metals contained in this valuable resource.
Current research efforts are concentrated on improving the technology of
upgrading automotive and other ferrous scrap so that traditional markets may
be maintained and new markets developed. The principal components of the pro-
gram include:
1. Development of methods to produce clean ferrous scrap from junk cars
by the physical or chemical removal of nonferrous components. Part of this
work involves construction cf an experimental pollution-free incinerator
designed to produce clean ferrous scrap by the thermal removal of nonferrous
components. Construction of the incinerator has been completed and controlled
burning of the cars has been started to determine operating parameters. The
incinerator can process eight cars per hour at a controlled temperature with a
minimum of air pollution (fig. 10).
"%,
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2. Research is progressing on upgrading the nonmetallic and nonferrous
reject from junk car shredding operations. A promising procedure has been
developed which employs air to fluidize and separate the nonmetallic from the
metallic poLtions of shredded nonmagnetic auto scrap. At present, many non-
ferrous metals are not recovered from shredding operations because no practi-
cal method has been developed to separate and recover the metals from the
nonmetallics.
3. Work is continuing on improved methods of reccrvering copper by chemi-
cal means from electrical components of junked automobiles. Research on chem-
ical dissolution and recovery of all nonferrous values from incinerated
products from car scrappage operations is also being pursued. A process has
been developed for sweating copper from copper-bearing scrap such as armatures
by preferential melting in a molten salt bath,. Tests have shown that over
98 percent of `he copper can be removed from an armature in less than a minute
using this technique. Work is continuing on this process . to develop a cheaper
bath and to cost-evaluate larger scale tests.
4. Studies are
tion of ferrous sera
scrap products which
S. Preliminary
method for producing
being directed towards effective'h:igh -temperature oxida-
p, including junk cars, to produce iron oxide and clean
can be used as a source of iron in the steel industry.
work has been started on development of an economic
clean cast iron from scrap automotive engines.
6. Ongoing work related to auto scrap research involves the production
of secondary pig iron from mixed off-grade ferrous scrap, including junk cars.
7. Extensive studies on various dismantling procedures for scrap cars
have been conducted. To date, 17 junk cars of * various models and age have
been weighed, dismantled, and segregated into their ferrous, nonferrous, and
nonmetallic components in a series of time and motion studies using various
dismantling methods including cutting torches, hand-stripping, and cutoff
saws. A report on these studies including an economic eyaluation is now
available (fig. 11) .
8. The feasibility of recovering values from discarded automobile tires
by treating them in a heated reactor has been investigated and shows promise.
In one series of tests at 500° C, as much as 140 gallons of oil and 1,500 cubic
feet of gas comparable in heating value to natural gas ;vere recovered per ton
of tires fed into the reactor.
9. Considerable notice has been given to Bureau research on utilization
of auto scrap as a reductant for nonmagnetic taconite o. re. The basic idea in
this work is to use auto scrap, as well as waste borings and turnings, as a
reductant for presently nonexploitable, nonmagnetic tac.)nitr^ ores. In this
process nonmagnetic taconites assaying about 30 percent iron are mixed with
unburned auto scrap in ratios of about 10 to 15 parts ore to 1 part scrap.
This material is passed through a rotary kiln at 1,000" C to simultaneously
reduce the nonmagnetic oxide iron in the ore and oxidiz , the scrap iron to the
mlgnetic form. The final product is a high-grade ore t.iat analyzes more than
3.
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62 percent ron. The technical feasibility of the process has been proven at
the pilot-p • :nt level. A means is being sought to engage private participa-
tion in c:?perative efforts to improve the economic feasibility of the system.
RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Sixteen Bureau reports, 14 technical journal publications, and 14 reports
under the contract and grant program have been published since the inception
of the Bureau's Solid Waste Research Program. In addition, numerous formal
and informal oral presentations on the research studies have been presented at
technical meetings across the country. The reports and presentations covered
all aspects of the solid waste research, inc,uding junk car utilization and
disposal, recovery of values from incinerator residues, utilization of mine
and mill wastes, stabilization of mill tailings piles, and utilization of
smelter dusts, slags, and drosses. A bibliography is available at the end of
this report.
Urban Refuse
A processing plant with a capacity of 1,000 pounds per hour, capable of
continuously and automatically separating and recovering the metal and mineral
values in municipal incinerator residues, was constructed and tested success-
fully. Methods and equipment have been developed for separating ferrous and
nonferrous metal constituents. A clean glass fraction is also being separated
into its colorless and colored components. Work on this project has also
resulted in the development of the first reliable samplitzg methods and analyti-
cal techniques for evaluating municipal incinerator residues.
Several type; of building products were successfully developed from waste
glass found in municl,pal refuse. Structural blocks made from these wastes are
	
y	 of high quality and meet ASTM specifications for outside face brick. Attrac-
tive white, green, and polychrome blocks were made with %Taste glass collected
from a local municipal refuse dump. .Efforts to produce a commercial-grade
glass wool from waste glass have also been encouraging. The product is con-
	
(	 sidered equal in quality to commercial slag wool.
of
While working on the recovery of metal values from municipal incinerator
wastes, Bureau personnel discovered that fly ash derived from the burning of
the waste was a potential source of silver and gold. Silver values as high as
20 ounces per ton were found in some samples. Methods to recover the precious
metals are under investigation.
A novel development which could greatly aid in solving the garbage crl,sis
is the discovery by Bureau scientists that garbage and cellulose can be turned
into crude petroleum. It is estimated that each ton of urban refuse could pro-
duce a barrel of low-sulfur-content oil by the process.
Automotive Scrap
Studies on dismantling and stripping procedures for .crapped cars have
;received wide attention. Hundreds of requests for inforn-ition on the
00
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disman"'ing time and ;notion studies have been received.	 The final report on
this work is now available. 	 The Industry Advisory Committee of the Business
and Dr•Fanse Services Administration on Iron and Steel Scrap Problems has com-
mended the Bureau of .lines on its junk car research efforts. 	 They especially
encouraged the Bureau's cooperative effort with a private comnnny to coiibLruct
and operate a low-cost smokeless car incinerator.
	 Bureau personnel are pres-
ently operating the incinerator to gather data on costs of controlled burning
as well as metallurgical information on sweating of zinc die-cast and other
low-melting metals from scrap cars.
a	 one Company,	 Los	 nCalif., 	 eaThe R lph St	   ny, 	 A geles, C lif.
	
under
	 Bur u contract,
identified all. of the copper components in automotive scrap ane
	 investigated
the technical ec.^nomic factors involved in complete removal of copper.
	 Sev-
eral recommendations w(re presented on how to improve steel scrap quality
through better design and control of copper components. 	 This same company
also completed a study describing existing and projected scrap processing
operations with respect to site selection, yard layout, availability and suit-
ability of process equipment, material handling efficiency, health and safety,
application of a mathematical model, and community relations.
	 The latter
study,	 sponsored by the Bureau of 'lines and the Scrap Research and Education
. Foundation,	 Institute of Scrap Iron and Steel, has been well received by the
ferrous scrap processors.
A large-scale experiment by the PPG industries, Pittsburgh, Pa., was con-
ducted under Bureau sponsorship on the thermal removal of copper from auto-
motive scrap.	 A total of 92 scrap cars were crushed and sheared for .feeding
to a 48-inch, acid-lined cold blast cupola.
	
Sodium sulfate was used as the
chemical addition to the molten scrap in an effort to reduce the copper con-
tent.
	
The results of the study indicated that the addition of such materials
as sodium sulfate may be useful in removing • copper from automotive scrap.
Mind and Industrial Wastes
Under the contract and grant program, the University of Utah developed
several promising methods for utilization of such wastes as ;nine and mill tail-
ings.	 Significant progress was made in the production of crystallized glass
from copper tailings; a promising refractory was made from asbestos tailing
waste; and high-quality ferrites were fabricated from mill scale.
West Virginia University, under a Bureau grant, developed a process for
producing rock wool insulati)n from coal ash slag, a waste product from coal-
fired central powerplants.
A patented process was developed by the Bur-.:au of Mines for converting
nonmagnetic taconite ores (a presently unused waste material resulting from
mining of magnetic taconite ores) to the magnetic form by reduction-roasting
with low-grade ferrous scrap.	 The iron in both the ore and the scrap is con-
verted into high-grade magnetic iron oxide.
The feasibility of foaming
	 nd sinterin	 to produce a lightweight build-8	 g	 P
ing material suitable for both structural and insulating applications from red
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mud wastes was demonstrated by the LIT Research Institute, Chicago, Ill.,
under a contract let by the Bureau. The red mud wastes are residue materials
resulting from the extraction of alumina ftum bauxite ores by the Bayer pro-
cess. IIT Research Institute has also conducted a Bureau-sponsored techno-
economic analysis of mining and milling wastes. An in -depth study of iron,
cropper, and lead-zinc ore tailings and their application for utilization in
large volume industries, such as building products, was made. Iron (taconite)
wastes were recommended for prime consider ", ;ion at this tame.
The North Star Research and Development Institute, Minneapolis, Minn.,
conducted a study under a Bureau contract to determine the feasibility of
using fluidized bed techniques to remove fly ash from gas streams. The study
indicated that fly ash removal from gas streams by fluidized bed techniques
shows promise. The study also showed that the system offers a possibility of
a combination process to remove both fly ash and sulfur dioxide.
In a highly successful study by the Department of Civil Engineering,
Stanford University, researchers under a Bureau grant demonstrated the tech-
nical and economic feas_i hi?-kty of producing calcium-silicate bricks from
California gold mine wastes. A preliminary report indicated that calcium-
silicate bricks can be produced from the tailings and de livered to the market
areas at costs ranging from $8 to $21 per 1,006, which ts below the existing
lowest quoted selling price of standard clay bricks.
In another Bureau-sponsored study, the Franklin Institute Research Labora-
tories, Philadelphia, Pa., investigated the utilization of coal dust slurries
in cement blocks. The study showed that coal toashing fines impart greater
resistance to water penetration and transmission to the block. An economic
analysis showed that the cost of cement blocks containing the coal dust
depends primarily upon the distance from the point of origin to the manufac-
turer; for distances up to 45 miles, the product containing coal dust is
cheaper than the regular cement block.
6
Methods were developed by Bureau scientists to convert asbestos mining
wastes, phosphorus furnace slags, and mine and mill tailings into raw mate-
rials for manufacture of wall tile and construction brick. A major wallboard
manufacturer has expressed interest in a Bureau-developed method for convert-
ing waste gypsum from phosphoric acid manufacture into plaster.
Bureau researchers under the Solid Waste Program were highly successful
in stabilizing; two troublesome uranium mill tailings piles. A 35-acre plot of
tailings at Tuba City, Ariz., on the Navajo Indian Reservation, was completely
stabilized by chemical means under Bureau supervision and a 13-acre waste pile
at Durango, Colo., *Jas stabilized by vegetative methods. 5ureau engineers
also advised and assisted the Kennecott Copper Company in c.ff.orts to stabilize
a 10-acre plot of copper mill tailings at McGill, Nov., by vegetative cover.
As a direct rt!sult of this work, the company is making prcl.aratfons to stabi-
T.ize a 300-.acre site in the same area. The Bureau also as. fisted plant person-
nel in planting seeds and chemically stabilizing 1- to 2-acre test plots of
mill wastes of ttae While Pine Copper Company, the SC. Jose 
'
it Lead Company, and
the American Smelting and Refining Company. A 19-acre taring pond belonging
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to the Vitro Chemical Company was treated chemically with Bureau assistance
and supervision. The hardened crust that formed was found to effectively pre-
vent wind erosiot. and air pollution.
OTHER ACTIVITIES
The Bureau of Mines made a 28-minute color film entitled, "Wealth of the
Wasteland," based on its solid waste research work.
	 The film depicts the var-
ious problems in solid, mineral, and metal wastes, and the steps being taken
by Bureau researchers to solve them.
	 "he camera covers many vllque shots of
junk car processing yards and graveyards, city dumps, and piles of wastes gen-
erated by domestic mining and milling operations.
	 Episodes filmed at Bureau
' research centers show engineers and scientists experimenting with new methods
to separate and recover the values in these waste products.
	 The film also
depicts research and development being conducted by universities and other
non-Government organi.-ations under Bureau-administered grants and contracts.
Prints of the film are available from the Bureau of :lines Motion Picture
Department, 4800 Forbes Avenue, Pittsburgh,
	 Pa. 15213
The British Broadcasting Company (BBC-TV) made film highlights of the
Bureau's research on separation and recovery of valuers from incinerator resi-
dues.	 The footage taken at the Bureau's College Park Metallurgy Research Cen-
ter was a significant part of the final documentary on solid waste problems in
Europe and the United States, and was shown on British television.
The Education Division of the Encyclopedia Britanni•ca also made film high-
lights of the College Park studies for inclusion in at solid waste film for
their educational film library.
The Bureau recently completed work on a solid waste display depicting its
three ruin areas of research: 	 urban refuse, junk cars, and solid mineral
wastes.	 The lighted display, which measures 20 by i feet high, has six color-
ful panels showing the problems and the Bureau's research effort to solve them.
The display features an automatic slide projector with sound and slides to
describe the research studies.
	 The display is available for appropriate con-
vcltions,	 technical meetings, and symposia (fig. 12).
	 A model of a futuristic
' incinerator-power complex is on display in the Interior Department's Museum.
The Bureau and the IIT Research Institute, Chicago, Ill., sponsored a
symposium on mineral waste utilization.
	 This was the first time that a meet-
ing of national stature was held to identify mineral waste problems coupled -
with detailed information on the utilization potential of the wastes.
	 Thy:
second mineral waste utilization symposium, which will emphasize the techno-
economic aspects of waste utilization, will be held on March 18 and 19,
	 1910,
at IIT Research Institute.	 Thirty-seven papers on waste utilization will be
presented.	 Copies of the proceedings of the first symposium are presently
available From IIT Research Institute and copies of the second meeting will be
available in April.
The Bureau's work in solid waste research has be•cn widely publicized and
acclaimed in national newspaper and journal articles.
	 Feature articles in
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FIGURE 12. • Bureau of Minos Sofid Waste Display.	 •
"The National Observer" and the Sunday Supplement of the Washington Star
described some of the research studies. Articles highlighting the Bureau's
research also appeared in Nation ' s Cities Magazine, Science News, Public Works
Journal, Solid Wastes Management Journal, and the American Public Works Asso-
ciation Reporter.
CURRENT SOLID WASTd RESEARCH GRANTS
Ur_ b_Re, fuse
SWD_-22_ Characterization of Mineral and Metal	 University of
Values in Incinerator Residue Gangue	 $20.000 West Virginia
Objective: To characterize ant. classify by physical and chemical methods the
minerals and metals in gangue and residues remaining after separation of glass,
ferrous metal , , and nonferrous metals from incinerated urban refuse.
SWD-25 Extraction of Mineral and Metal Values 	 University of
From Incinerator Residue Gangue	 $44,288 West Virginia
Objective: To extract, recover, and develop uses for mineral and metal values
such as aluminum, titanium, and gallium in gangue and residues remaining after
separation of glass, ferrous metals, and nonferrous metals from incinerated
urban refuse.
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SWD-26 Use of Waste Glass to Produce Lightweight, 	 Stanford
Aerated Concrete	 $52,739 University-
Objective: To study the feasibility of using reclai-med waste glass from urban
refuse to produce a lightu eight building material. The study will include
technical and economic aspects of using waste glass as the major raw material
in the manufacture of lightweight, aerated concrete.
SWD` -277 High Pressure Forming of Waste Glass To 	 University
Produce Structural Elements 	 $57,031  of Missouri
Objective: To provide economic and experimental evL4 ence that waste glass
from urban refuse can be converted, by using well-established high-pressure
forming techniques, into usable structural elements such as rods, bricks,
blocks, and sheeting, for use in construction of loser-cost housing, roads, and
runways.
SWD-28 Use of Waste Glass in Expanded Shale	 University
Aggregate	 332,928 of Alabama
Objective: To determine the technical and economic feasibility of using
crushed waste glass from urban refuse in a mixture with expandable clay or
shale to produce lightweight aggregate.
SWD-29 Effect of Residual Elements on Use of	 University
Ferrous Metals from Incinerated Refuse 	 $108,445 of Wisconsin
Objective: To investigate the effect of various corsce;:trat •ions of contami-
nants such as copper, tin, nickel, and chromium, in ferrous metal reclaimed
from urban refuse. Castings will be made from typical ferrous materials found
in urban refuse and physical and chemical tests will be made to determine what
is the tolerance level of each contaainant metal. For example, although cop-
{	 per is known to have a deleterious effect on certain` types of steel, it is not
generally known what the exact cutoff point or tolerance level of copper is in
some of these materials; Similar studies will be made on nickel, tin, and
chromium contents of steel scrap.
SWD-30 Production of Synthetic Gas by Subsurface 	 Montana College
Disposal of Urban Refuse	 $57,456 of Mineral Science
`	 and Technology
Objective: To produce synthetic gas by the subsurface disposal of urban ref-
use in order to determine the economic and technical, factors affectin g theJ
successful application of underground disposal of decomposable refuse and the
recovery of resulting combustible gaseous products.
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SW-31 Technical Evalu4-ion of Urban kefuse	 University
Incinerators	 $40,320 of Alabama
Objective: To evaluat^ current urban refuse incinerators with the specific
purpose of recommending research areas needed to effect utilization of heat
and energy values, and for the recovery and recycling of ferrous, nonferrous,
and mineral values from urban refuse.
Mining and Industrial Wastes
SWD-5_ Development of New Uses for Copper and
	 University
Other Mine Tailing Wastes
	 $21,670 of Utah
Objective: To investigate the utilization of copper tailings and other mining
waste materials to produce structural and other products,. In addition to pro-
ducing bricks and crystallized glass materials from coppxer tailings, the study
is to include the development of uses for gypsum and asbestos wastes, phos-
phate slags, and mill scale.
SWD-11 Production of Steam Cured Building Units
	 Stanford
From Gold Tailings	 $8,000 University
Objective: To study the technical and economic factors involved in producing
building materials by using California gold mine tailings and lime, hardened
by curing in high-pressure steam to form a hydrated calcium silicate bond.
SWD-14 Use of Fly Ash as a Soi:. Conditioner
	 $14,328 Virginia Poly-
technic Institute
Objective: To study the potential utilization of boron, zinc, and other ele-
ments in fly ash as a soil conditioner to correct nutrient deficiencies.
Greenhouse experiments will. be
 conducted based on results obtained in labo-
ratory tests,
SWD-1.5 Characterization and Utilization of
	 Pennsylvania
Anthracite ,Refuse
	 $121,502 State University
Objective: To recover and de 3elop potential uses for refuse from she more
'	 than 800 anthracite refuse banks that blanket 12,000 acres of valuable land in
the heavily mined region of northeastern Pennsylvania.
Total Funding $578,807
077
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Artist's conception. Hercules' plant will be constructed on a 15-acre site in
northern Dclalrare and will treat about 570 lots of mixed solitl waste per day
r'
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Hercules it-ill builel the
country's first complete
solid waste reclamation
plant in Delaware
L
"Society must move in this direction,,
we're going to have to start recycling
for the next generation and for future
generationx," says state rc t cescat: tine
Robert .1:.terndt, chairman et the Gov-
error'ti Committee on Soliti, Waste, in
reference to the new $10 million d;s-
posal plant for D.laware. Hercules,
Inc., has received the bid to design,
construct, and operate the solid waste
reclamation plant in populous New
Castle County.
From nine proposals and outlines
submitted to the committee and Del-
aware Gov, Russell W. Peterson, Her-
cules was chosen. "(Hercules) has
the talent to do the joh," adds Berndt,
explaining that the other proposatls re-
ceived offered only partial reclamation
of wastes. Hercules' manager of New
Ventures, John Hoaers, stated that the
plant, with 50 employees, will process
500 tons of done-stic solid wastes and
selected industrial wastes and 70 tons
of sewage sludge (70% moisture) per
day, based on an eight-hour day for
five days r1 week. At present, these
figures represent about one half of
New Castle Coun(y's solid wastes:
furthermore, this county is Delaware's
most densely populated area.
Negotiations will be completed this
month concernin g the I5-acre site of
the plant, After the location is deter-
mined, constrUC6011 will start intnr•di.
ately if funds are available. There is
hope of delet, itio •t of federal funds in
the near future. The Stolid Waoe Re.
sources Act of 1970, providing federal
aid for such den ► onstration plants, is
ill Congress now. ern. J. C'alch Ilo^gs
(R.-Del.), minority leader o► t' the cont-
mitlee reviewing the hill. is enthusias-
tic bec.111 a his state Sul ► p1 ►rls him in
his effirts toward polhilion control
generally w,11 so!id waste control in
particular. Pilot pianis of lhis nalure
could receive up to 75'i• of conslruc.
tion casts as owlined in the hill.
The state of Delaware has already
appropriated St million for the design
and engineering of this project. If tite
additiona! money becomes available
from the federal government, construc-
tion is scheduled to be completed in
22 months.
Self-sufficient
Once in operation the objective will
be to bring the plant to a self-support-
ing basis with the return from the rc-
claimed products offsetting operational
costs. No present landfill or incinera-
tion systent achieves this. If the unit
functions as planned, the plant's facil.
ities may be expanded to double its
capacity to 1000 tons per day. Expan.
sion can also take place by creating a
lower work week and double shifts:
overhead costs would increase by
75 11 b. Because of this plasmod expan.
sion as well as constant upgra ilh)g of
t1w plant's operation ; od dualily of
products in conitlnclioit with advances
in tecimology, < vorge ibutcher, direc-
tor of New Castle C'oumv 11ublie
Works, dabbed the new plant a "pro.
cesses polymer."
Delaware has few acceptable sites
for tandfilling waste disposal as do
other states. There are no quarries,
mines, or canyons for burial. In most
areas of the state the water table is
only 5 to 6 feet below ground level,
whiclh limits the use of man-made pits.
In stantlheri Delaware the soil is sandy
and 1poor for use in coverage. In the
nortb&crn section of the state, the soil is
clay-Mike with poor drainage. When
wet, tthe water is retained in pockets
and h-.-conics stagnant: and when dry,
the c11ay cracks, allawing rat infestation
and Moi res. Remaining are the Delaware
River. b;ivs, and ecean, which provide
no sta lution. "Delaware is ideally situ-
ated mo I— the pilot plant of the world."
summarizes Richard Weldon, a mcnt-
ber iwf the governor's solid wastcx
comlr►► ittee.
Thy.• solid wastes to he utilized in
this st hetric include domestic w atsles,
selrcte'd industrial and commercial
wastew. and scwalse slutlee. If tite unlit
sixe is, QV01111lally dt ► tlhlCd and 11a11(th:4
all of 1 ►e county's wastes, initiation of
plans ­or similar plants for the rest of
tltc	 will follow,
,
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Uld wastes wrill enter the disposal
Platt at . two receiving staaksau--•one
for household refuse end the other for
seioated industrial and commercial
wastes. From the first receiving point.
The domestic wastes will be dumped
Into a hopper and transported by con.
vsyor to a pretreatment point where
Ferrous metals will be removed. Thiao
me" will then be sold. The remain-
bag material will be shredded and
pulped with sewage sludge, resulting
In *mixture of 50% moistures.
After this step the design of the
plant Is btw*pd on three key elements:
* A digs#or syste mp a controlled
compost process patterned by the Fair-
floki Engineering Co., converts the in.
coming mixture of organic wastes and
sewage sludge Into a high quality
pathogen-free humus product. When
feel into the digator. the 50 56 mots=
turized material Is agitated with auger
screws while: air Is blown in from the
bottom. This system involves blo.
logical digestion processes utilizing
aerobic, heat-laving bacteria already
present in the mixture. No auxiliary
orgatnisms will be addiod. S nwrst in
the bottoms of tee tanks automatically
regulate the toanporutore and oxygen
content, maintaining optimum condi-
tions for the3 dipastive procedures.
No unpleascautt odors of air peellu-
tants area produced Ivy this system.. A
similarly vvilstrurte d pltunt in Piwrto
Rico, operated by tits  PairtUd l:ea^ti-
neering Co., Wodly% MR) fortes of
waste per day. Following digestion.
tho nondigesstahlae orpaetier materials. Ira»
choft
 
pla=tter, tires, show soles► rags,
eta., and inorganic materials, are sep.
arated from the humus. using equip-
ment and techniques developed in the
*,eining industry. by-products of the
digestive proem are water, carbon efi-
oxide, and the pathogen-frees humus.
After being pelletized, this clean fur
arose has marketable uses as a :coil con.
ditioosr. blond for fertilizer, substrate
for systemic pesticides, and, in future
dove	 m, animal foal aul;litive.
* A Wea" of py robsK a de-
stsvelivea distillation technique domon-
.rutod by the Bureau of brine
(zMT. Feb. 1969, p. 119) controls
Ion of the organic soli
wastes. pyrolysis handles automobile
tires, piastres, and other materials pos-
ing disposal problems. The waste mss►
torials, ass subjected to high tompem-
tums in the absence of oxygen, pre.
venting ignition. This parsecs pro-
vidos good qu Wity carbon products
that will be marketed. hydrocarbon
gasser which are rich in hydrogen and
can be used for fuel in the plant itself.
and offs to be marketed as feels; or
sruurves of such chemicals as styrone.
e A "%;d es stpariathm systems asp•
pliers tochni ues develope=d by the
mining foduretry to 
^s.^-.par to or . in.{^r$4. Manic ne' }[flues,	 }•{^ as gl .atpe. FiL
sand, and tMferrota metals, arts sorted
by screens. gravity table% aild other
deviam !hand and grit will be u
as 14M M11 matorial. wl+uiha true "On
sous meetalia will IV sow. hoarl ate.
teni mom quells . -
lure will he	 ly
for laatad+ - or foam ballad.
The socond m aaving station 110,n-
d1a the sele:ctead industrial win►tc%. Pa.
per coming into this point can Oc
hisatted In various manners. if rho pa.
per is chant it will be shrakled.
bahsd, and sold: or the paper can he
conveyed to the dipstor system wW
become an ingredient of the hunuests
ura t erial. Otherwise, the paper can be
stint into the destructive distillation
trait along with plastics, rar, w4vikl.
and other industrial wastes to pnWtte'e
carbon. Rubber material, tires. indu*-
trial plastics, and other refuse
shreddod and sent to the pyrolysis
trot, which, as described in the prat.
ceding column, yields marketable
The warts disposal plod will f01-
low a program of continuous. oother
rhea batch, operation. The residue sop.
aration system will eliminate "hand-
pickln&" and the shredders are heavy
enough to bandit beadsprings, washing
maeduinos, chain link fetnears►. and Bother
equally Indisposable m►ateriats.
New werttsee
This complete reclamation plant in
unique in many respeeets. Herculeit has
drawer topther and systematized
equipment from other trades, plus In-
dusttrial supplies that will have to be
manufactured specifically for use in
this system. Constaint upgrading and
application of new technological  do.
vtlopnents will mark the growth of
the plant and Improve the quality
of the final products.
This profit will be Hercule:s' arm
significant dealing with municipalities
is the area of slid waste: however,
the company has maintained an active
program for handling Its own solid
waste proble=ms and has conducted a
company-funded program in the &M
of m unkrl Mhos. Regarding this first
ventures with the public. "ft area of
solid wastes ofTers growth for prey
+assts to be extracted. ... If was can
00t the product In a farm that the sus.
tomeer an use, be  will buy," mW this
prodom "a viable buslotm In e-er- "
esmrniti", %to Bas f'lexlgsss. 9yOMM nt.
marked that the amount of rmitivit
e+ one In the area of markastins by tom ►
ee;ts had testis" impresool the sov.
wroo A vnnretuWee. Ate. the plant wilf
a es » f
	
rand; stuato air and was*
ser	 and Modit.
tl'eeae. The
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